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BimmerLife is presented by Valentine Research.

Mini Gets It Right With Pat Moss Edition
Satch

Carlson
I probably won’t be able to add a third Mini to the

Mondo Condo stable, but I would if I […]

READ MORE
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BMW’s Edge Ecosystem Wins
Microsoft Intelligent
Manufacturing Award
BMW's production software and hardware

system, referred to as the Edge Ecosystem,

which allows for predictive maintenance

among other things, […]

READ MORE

Doug DeMuro Reviews The BMW
iX
Over the last three years or so, BMW has

spent a lot of time building hype for the iX.

It's […]

READ MORE

SPONSORED

FLOATING DYNAMIC LUG DRIVE
ROTOR TECHNOLOGY
Innovative, dynamic mounting allows Spec37 alloy
rotors to move independently of the hats, removing
heat cycle stress. Rotors stay flatter and run truer. A
snap ring (no bolts) allows for fast changes.

SHOP NOW

1/4 Zip BMW CCA Pullover
Hoodie
Gear up for spring with our new 1/4 zip

pullover hoodie! This Zone Hydrosport

Heavyweight Hoodie is complete with 50/50

cotton/polyester fleece, water-repellant

surface, quarter-zip front, three-piece lined

hood with drawstring, front pouch pocket,

and knit trim at side panels, cuffs and hem.

SHOP NOW
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BMW Broadens Chinese Market
Offerings With Long-Wheelbase
X5
BMW building long-wheelbase versions of

some of the brand's most popular series

specifically for the Chinese market isn't

news by […]

READ MORE

SPONSORED

Spring is Coming
Squinting, one can just make out Spring on the
horizon—now’s the time to get some new ultra-soft
driving tees: use code BMWCCA20 for 20% off.
Tasteful, timeless shirts produced from the highest
quality materials and methods by Heel & Toe
Apparel.

SHOP NOW

BMW CCA Women’s Driving
Experience At Indianapolis
Motor Speedway Scheduled For
August 9–10
Ladies, start your engines! The BMW CCA,

in conjunction with the BMW Performance

Center, is offering a once-in-a-lifetime

experience to […]

READ MORE

Experience The BMW i4 And iX
In Augmented Reality
Looking to get as close as you can to the

BMW i4 or iX without actually making the

trip to […]

READ MORE
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SPONSORED

Enthusiast Vehicles, Parts and
Memorabilia
When buying or selling a world class enthusiast
vehicle, having access to the right audience is
critical. PCARMARKET has attracted a global
community of collectors, race car drivers, and
enthusiasts who share a common passion. As a
result, PCARMARKET has become one of the
fastest growing automotive auction marketplaces in
the world. In addition to buying and selling cars,
parts, and memorabilia, members gain access to
current market data as well as entertaining and
informative original streaming content.

SUBMIT YOUR CAR

BMW NEWS

BMW Manufacturing Announces
Construction Of New Press Shop
In Spartanburg
Yesterday at the South Carolina

Automotive Summit in Greenville, BMW

Manufacturing President and CEO Dr.

Robert Engelhorn announced the

construction […]

READ MORE

BMW Halts Exports To Russia,
Conflict Responsible For
Production Interruptions
According to various news media and

automotive news outlets, BMW yesterday

confirmed via a statement that the company

had halted […]

READ MORE

SPONSORED

All the hobby, none of the snobby
List your classic with ShiftGate Online Auctions.
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Our marketing programs match buyers and sellers
with pinpoint precision. And our people-pleasing
focus makes the transaction a breeze. So give us a
try the next time your classic is calling.

LEARN MORE

RESTO & MOD

HACK MECHANIC :  ROB S IEGEL

Decapitating Louie (Part V)
I'm close to finishing the installation of the

rejuvenated cylinder head in Louie, my '72

2002tii. If I'd been a […]

READ MORE

Decapitating Louie (Part IV)
Last week I had the crack repaired in the

head of Louie, my '72 2002tii, then took the
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head to my […]

READ MORE

MOTORSPORT

West Surrey Racing Back For
BTCC With BMW
West Surrey Racing (WSR) has run the

Team BMW program in the British Touring

Car Championship (BTCC) since 2007 and

[…]

READ MORE

BMW Junior Team Faces Full
Agenda In 2022
BMW Junior Team drivers Dan Harper, Neil

Verhagen, and Max Hesse have a full

racing agenda for the 2022 season. […]

READ MORE
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